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Abstract:: 

Boundary conditions on radial wave functions are considered for a 
particle bound by a central potential. It is argued that the 
usual condition at the origin needs modification for systems of 
small intrinsic size. This affects s-states, especially the 
ground state. With the obtained modification the virial theorem 
is imposed rather than derived. As an illustration the central 
rectangular well potential is treated and applied to the nucleon. 
Its soft electromagnetic structure can be largely explained while 
quark confinement holds despite moderate strength of the 
potential. A discussion follows. 
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1. Introduction 

A striking aspect of non-relativistic quantum mechanics (QM) is the scarcity of exact solutions in 

R3 of Schrodinger's wave equation. They are known for the rigid wall, rectangular well, 

harmonic oscillator, Coulomb and exponential central potentials. In other cases one has to rely 

on approximate solutions based on analytical or numerical approximation methods. Such 

potentials, usually rigged with a host of parameters, are sometimes referred to as realistic 

potentials. Yukawa and logarithmic potentials are not exactly solvable either. The former one, 

highly celebrated for its field theoretic foundation, has been applied extensively in nuclear 

physics. A historical trend can be discerned however where overwhelming consensus has turned 

into growing controversy! 1]. Interest in the logarithmic potential has evolved from the 

constituent quark model with its associated confinement problem. Congenial developments in 

non-perturbative relativistic quantum field theory, in particular non-abelian local gauge (QCD) 

fields on a lattice, may provide a theoretical basis. The aim is to arrive at a satisfactory 

description of proper composite structure of hadrons. This has not led close to an understanding 

of the physical structure of low mass hadrons. It is a rather gloomy perspective that the history 

of the Yukawa potential might repeat itself for the logarithmic potential or the like. 

Under these circumstances, perhaps symptomatic of a crisis, one may be led to abandon the idea 

that the non-relativistic concept of a potential is appropriate in nuclear and low mass hadron 

physics. Alternatively, an inquiry about potentials, and central potentials in particular, is 

unavoidable. This alternative prevails in the present paper. The question of how a potential, if 

meaningful, may arise from relativistic exchange processes is not addressed. At the level of QM, 

features are perceivable which open up hardly explored possibilities. Conventional QM is 

modifiable for certain systems without getting in conflict with physical principles, so far as 

verified experimentally. Let some elements of QM be recalled. For a particle bound by a central 

potential the radial wave function \|/(r) is a solution of Schrodinger's wave equation which 

satisfies given boundary conditions. The equation for x(r) = r'V(r) has the form of 

Schrodinger's equation in one dimension. Taking fi=l: 

0 + 2m(E-V(r)-| |tO-)x = O (r2oJ <•> 

Differences with a genuine one-dimensional problem are: (a) the domain of % is r>0 rather than 

the real line as a whole and a boundary condition at r=0 is necessary; (b) the centrifugal potential 

is present besides the given potential V(r). The symbols m, E, & have the usual meaning of 
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particle mass, total energy and quantum number of orbital angular momentum (I = 0, 1,2 ...). 
An example for V(r) is the logarithmic potential: 

V(0 = VoMfJ (U>°) (2. 
The zero point on the energy scale is in this case fixed by r=r0, rather than r=0 or r-»«> where 
this potential is singular. Energy E may a priori be negative, zero or positive. Its allowed values 
and the corresponding wave functions % are the solution of a boundary value problem. Normally 
this leads to a discrete sequence of real eigenvalues {En} with finite minimum value E0for the 
ground state. The wave function xn ö corresponding to En and ,̂iven ft-value, is unique apart 
from normalization. It may be defined as a direction in the two-dimensional linear space spanned 
by the general integral of eq. (1) for given i-value. This direction is determined by the boundary 
conditions. The general integral has the form: 

X ^ f c + CjXi <3> 
where Xi and X2 are any given pair of independent solutions of eq. (1). The coefficients ct and 

c2 may be determined from a given value of X and its first derivative x' at a point r, the Wronski 

determinant of %x and %2 being non-zero. Given x-values at two points r, and r2 (r,*r2) may 

also serve as boundary conditions. If x(r,) and x(r2) do not vanish, det Xi(ri)*0 is needed, 

otherwise this determinant should also be zero. The boundary conditions in QM are of the type 

last mentioned, with moreover rj=0 and r2 -»«>: 

JUm X = 0 (4.D 

Ui X = o (42) 

Verification of the condition det Xj (ij) = 0 in these limits can be circumvented by directly 

constructing %\ in accordance with eqs. (4), whereas any independent solution %i is shown not 

to fulfil these conditions. So far as that is the case a unique solution results (ignoring 

normalization). Success depends on the potential, but usually no difficulties are encountered 

here, compare section 2. 

The boundary conditions (4) are in a sense evident from the physical interpretation of wave 
functions y in QM, their square modulus being a probability density. It follows that y (=Vr) is 
bounded, which implies eq. (4.1), while convergence of the normalization integral for y implies 
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cq. (4.2) [2]. But dealing with a central potential, the relevant physical quantity is the radial 
probability density I % 12- The element of probability I x 12&T equals the probability for the 
particle to be at a distance from the origin between r and r+dr, if normalized to unity: 

= 1. So x should be bounded rather than \p, and condition (4.1) should be replaceable 
by the weaker boundary restriction: 

Aim \X\ < °° (4.1*) 

Nevertheless, it is the condition (4.1) which leads to sensible results for bound states in QM, 
e.g. the hydrogen atom. As shown by Dirac [2] this condition is also necessary in the case of a 
free particle (V(r)=0). A generalization of Dirac's argument is involved when condition (4.1) is 
imposed for all bound systems. Although this leads to satisfactory results for the Coulomb 
potential, when binding for instance electrons, it seems interesting to consider the modification 
of conventional QM based on the restriction (4.1'). This has a dramatic effect on solutions 
considered to be acceptable. In contrast with the usual uniqueness of x in QM for most potentials 
of physical interest, one now deals with the general integral so far as the behaviour in the vicinity 
of the origin is concerned, especially for s-states (see section 2). As a consequence one more 
constraint will be needed to determine the solution. The determination of the ground state energy 
undergoes a drastic change accordingly, see sections 3, 4, where the central rectangular well 
potential is considered. In its interior region independent solutions are Xj^rj^kr) and X2=mj(kr) 
where jQ and na are the spherical Bessel functions [2]. Asymptotically Xi * rul and %2"" r~5 f°r 

r-»0 \ Condition (4.1) rules out %2 for all (l-values including (1=0. The modified restriction 
(4.1') rules out %2 for all Q-values except &=0. Changes in physical properties have to be 
expected for s-states, in particular the ground state (for central potentials the centrifugal potential 
pushes up energy levels with 1*0). These features open up possibilities not explored in 
conventional QM. They will require a particular modification in applications of QM. The 
question naturally arises which physical systems might correspond to restriction (4.1'). This 
seems basically a question about their size. For large systems condition (4.1) is known to be ap-

) f(x) " g(x) for x-»xn is written when lim f/_ is a non-zero constant. 
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propriate. Large means here that the bound particle has a Compton wavelength fcc much smaller 

than the typical size of the system. A Gedankenexperiment is carried out enclosing a H-atom in 

an impenetrable compressible sphere. Compression leads necessarily to an increased probability 

for the s-electron to find itself in the vicinity of the origin, and I \(f(0) I rises too. It is conceivable 

that x(0) ceases to be zero when compression goes on, breaking condition (4.1). If that would 

not occur the root mean square curvature of x could be made arbitrarily large and so the mean 

kinetic energy of the bound particle. This is reminiscent of heating a gas by adiabatic 

compression, with the distinction that motion is governed by QM rather than obeying laws of 

statistical mechanics. Yet, an indefinite increase of kinetic energy would violate the virial 

theorem. Also relativistic velocities could eventually be attained rendering QM invalid. These 

complications are avoided under the restriction (4.1'), which is expected to be relevant for 

systems which are intrinsically small in size. An implication could be that for such systems the 

use of Cartesian coordinates is inconsistent, compare Dirac [2]. Thereby the relativistic Dirac 

equation gets compromised too, when applied for bound systems of small size. A theoretical 

framework in which that does occur is the 2-spinor formalism for space-time [3], where all 

tensorial quantities are treated as essentially derived quantities which are of less fundamental 

importance [4J. The H-atom is large: its Bohr radius is a0=10~8 cm; fcc of the electron is 

X «10-1' cm. Nuclei with low or medium A-value have radii of a few fm while % ~ 0.2 fm for 

the nucleon. Here effects due to the modification of QM might start being perceivable. Radial 

nucleon wave functions in the vicinity of the origin are not well known in fact, even for the 

deuteron which is the nucleus best studied. Low mass hadrons are really small systems because 

their size and Xc of their constituent quarks are roughly equal in magnitude. Their ground state is 

mainly s-state. However, apart from strong hyperfine splitting, there is little evidence for a com

prehensible s-state quark level structure for low mass hadrons. Several reasons therefore exist to 

attach significance to possible breaking of condition (4.1) in QM for small composite systems. 

As noted before, restriction (4.1') implies that the s-state energy levels cannot be identified with 

eigenvalues of energy determined in the conventional way. Another implication of the foregoing 

is that phenomenological potentials for small systems can hardly be considered as realistic if 

condition (4.1) is not modified Difficulties encountered along these lines are sometimes 

attributed to a neglect of relativistic effects or lack of precision in their evaluations. This would 

no longer hold, at least not exclusively and in the usual sense of relativity. The modified form of 

QM based on restriction (4.1') is called QMS (S for small systems). This QMS is not some kind 

of bag model because «f relies only on the physical interpretation of the wave function % and its 

square modulus. The impenetrable enclosure considered heuristically above is really redundant. 
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It is also undesirable because certain interactions between small systems may well proceed via 

constituent interchange [5]. In the following a few aspects of QMS are discussed. No attempt is 

made to arrive at a point where applications with high precision in nuclear physics or hadron 

spectroscopy are warranted. This lies way ahead, requiring a handling of few-body 

complications and presumably a relativistic version of QMS. Prior to that however one-body 

non-relativistic QMS deserves elaboration. Some valuable results will emerge here already. 

2. Asymptotic Behaviour Near The Origin 

Being interested in boundary conditions on radial wave functions, it is useful to have a general 

impression about their asymptotic behaviour. In this section solutions of Schrodinger's equation 

are surveyed in the limit r=0, where the QMS restriction differs from the QM condition. Eq. (1) 

is of the type: 

X"=U(r)X (5) 

Primes denote differentiations with respect to r. Function U(r) contains the total energy, the 

potential V(r) and the centrifugal potential. When &*0 the latter one possesses a second order 

pole at the origin. The potential V(r) may be regular, have a pole or an essential singularity at 

r=0. Function U(r) is assumed to be continuous on closed subintervals 0 < rt £ r £ r2 where rx 

may be arbitrarily small; it may be singular at r=0. A rather general statement can be made: let %\ 

be a particular solution of eq. (5). The general integral of this equation can then be expressed in 

terms of %\ as follows: 

X = X,.{ C, + C, [ V < H (6, 

The integration limit r0 is arbitrary but supposed to be kept fixed when varying the constants of 

integration Cj and c2. Eq. (6) is obtained by insertion of Y(r)Xj >nto eq. (5) and solving for 

Y(r). Convergence of the integral indicated is assumed. Eq. (6) is the same as eq. (3) with now: 

Xz=X1/x1"Zdr o 
This can be used to discuss asymptotic behaviour at the origin. For instance let Xj * r" for r-»0. 

Then %2 *
 r I - a + c r ° where c is a constant determined by r0. This holds when a.*xlT If a=V2, 
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eq. (7) yields %2 ~ "Wrt r + c ) - One thus has pairs of independent solutions with the asymptotic 

behaviour: . . 

X.-l/F ; Xt-fikt (*=*) (8> 

One observes that for 0 < a < 1 %, as well as x2 obey the boundary condition (4.1). In that case 

no unique selection can be made considering only that condition at r=0. On the other hand the 

selection in QM is unambiguous when a < 0 or a > 1. In QMS the corresponding requirement is 

a < 0 or a > 1. Although power laws like eq. (8) are not the most general possibilities, it is 

more generally possible to form a pair of solutions on account of eq. (7). Their asymptotic 

behaviour is in a sense complementary. If one of the solutions vanishes at a rate faster than r the 

other one is unbounded and no difference arises between QMS and QM. The unbounded 

solution is rejected. 

Eq. (5) can be studied for small r-values for establishing the behaviour of x, and %2 under a few 

assumptions. Let for instance: U - r* for r-»0 with real exponent a. One deals with an equation 

of the type 

*" = ( " * * (<-°) 
where P is a constant. The cases a>0 are trivial. When a>0 the right-hand side of eq. (9) 

becomes negligible if % is bounded. The resulting general integral c,r + c2 is bounded in the 

vicinity of die origin. The pair of independent solutions is asymptotically: 

X.-r ; X- -1 (a>o ,t->o) (10) 

For example the harmonic oscillator has a=2. Among s-states only Xj is selected in QM, but the 

general integral is admitted in QMS. When a=0 independent solutions are exp (±V($ r) - 1 for 

r->0. Out of these the pair can be formed: 

This is similar to (10). An example is a rectangular well potential where J3 = - 2m (E+V0), V0 is 

the depth and -V0 < E < 0. The oscillatory functions (11) represent solutions throughout the 

interior region of this potential. They will have to be matched with solutions in the exterior 

region. 
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When a<0 one may proceed as follows. Consider as an Ansatz for x a function like rPexp(Yr̂ ), 

where 7, p, q are parameters to be determined. Insertion into eq. (9) leads to th? algebraic 

relation: 

a + Z 
(12) Kp-lJ + ̂ ^ p + q-l + f l ^ } ^ = ? r 

The distinction between a < -2 and a > -2 must be made. For -2 < a < 0 the right-hand side 

tends to zero so that q is positive. The leading terms on the left, putting p=0 or p= 1, are linear in 

r*> yielding: 

b = 0 Of p = l 

( » f / { q ( 2 p + 1-ljj 03) 

Hence: 

*rr e*rfefe$r**lhr}Ve?feWI~' (,4) 

(-2<a<0, a*-l,r->0) 

The case a=-l does not permit to put p=0 in eq. (13), and eq. (14) does not apply then. For a 

Coulomb potential, eq. (9) and the substitution x=r l lead to 

dx* dx X 
where x -»«>. Letting x=xp one obtains p(p+l)=0, hence eq. (10) once more, now with a=-l. 

The alternative cases a <-2 are radically different because the right member of eq. (12) is singular 

now. So q is negative. The leading term is the one quadratic in r<*, hence 

c\=±a+i (is) 

The p value is undetermined. For given p-value there is the pair of solutions: 
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(a<-2,r-*oj (i6) 

Their behaviour depends on the sign of P, which is negative for an attractive potential in the 

vicinity of the origin, and positive for a repulsive core. The repulsive core provides an example 

(a<-2) where one member of the pair vanishes faster than any power of r, while the other one 

blows up. For an attractive core (a <-2) the solutions exhibit increasingly rapid oscillations for 

r-»0. Their amplitude may be constant (p=0), fall to zero (p>0) or diverge (p<0). One then needs 

p>0 to comply with QM, and p>0 in QMS, but the choice is not unique. This holds for any 

i-value, whereas for a>-2 the results (10), (11), (14) which are all similar, are of physical 

interest only for s-states. Otherwise the centrifugal barrier is the leading term of U(r). 

The special case a—2 remains to be considered. Il is more familiar as the centrifugal barrier. 

Eq. (12) now yields directly q=0 and p(p-l)=p. For the centrifugal potential p = 0.(0.-1-1), so that 

p= 1+1 orp = -Q.: 

X,~f'f1 j X^t"* (a-i.r^o) (I7) 

Accordingly \\fl - rfl, \y2 ~ r"4"1 in agreement with the properties of the spherical Bessel 

functions jQ(kr) and nfi(kr). For s-states eq. (17) reduces to eq. (11) as expected. For &*0 the 

state selected is unique in QMS as well as in QM. To summarize: If U(r) obeys the power law 

(r8) for r-»0, one has a pair of asymptotic solutions such that Xi ~ r, %2 " * provided that a > - 2. 

For a = - 2 power laws are still obtained, eq. (17). The behaviour is completely different when 

a < - 2. The solutions possess an essential singularity at r=0 in that case, a feature not commonly 

accepted for wave functions in QM. This is an illustration of Fuchs's theorem. It states that near 

any singularity r, of U(r), eq. (5), the solutions obey power laws if that singularity can be 

removed from U(r) by multiplication with the factor (r-r,)2. These solutions are either regular or 

they possess a non-essential singularity at r,. If the singularity of U(r) cannot be removed the 

way indicated, the solutions have an essential singularity at r j . A power series expansion about 

r, is then not possible, compare eq. (16). As an application of Fuchs's theorem one predicts that 

the solutions for a logarithmic potential (2) follow power laws for r-»0. Eq. (17) is expected for 

The main result is that for a wide class of potentials (a >. -2) by restriction (4.1') the general 

integral of eq. (1) or (5) will be acceptable in QMS, whereas unambiguously the vanishing 
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solution is selected in QM, when s-states only are considered. States with (1*0 can be uniquely 

selected in QMS and in QM so far as their asymptotic behaviour for r-*0 is concerned, eq. (17). 

The wave functions are more complicated for potentials which have a stronger singularity at the 

origin (a<-2), eq. (16). 

3. The Central Rectangular Well Treated According to QMS 

The central rectangular well potential is defined by: 

r- V e ( o < r < r . ) 
V(r] = { . . s (18) I o ( r > t,) 

where V0>0 and r0>0 are parameters whose values are supposed to be given. If one lets V0-

the potential becomes an impenetrable spherical wall as experienced by a bound particle, i.e. 

relative to the level of constant energy -V0. Relative to the zero level in the outside region, r >r0, 

the well appears infinitely deep. 

It is assumed first that V0 is finite. QMS differs from QM in the s-states only (section 2). U(r) of 

eq. (5) equals in this case, putting &=0: 

MM I - * 2 f h < g 

U r n = • „, . N (i9) 
1 J}1 (I'M.) 

where K and k are defined as the positive branches of the square roots: 

K=vTJ2Tn(E+V.)} 
I = f {-2m El (20) 

Here K is a positive wave number of the particle when -V0<E<0. The solutions of eq. (5) (or 

(1)), which are acceptable in QMS, are trivially: 

c, sinter- + c 2 cosKr (r<r,) 

C^-^ (frM.) <21> 
X(r) = 

The problem consists of the determination of the energy E and the three coefficients Cj. Four 

constraints are needed for that purpose. Two of them are the continuity requirements at r=r0: 
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X(r0-0) = Xfro^) andx'(r0-0) = X'^o"^)- ^^^ constraints give: 

-It 
q smKr0+c2cosxre = c3e ° (22.1) 

-it *(c, cosTcfc-cl*Ln*r.)=-fa3e ° (222) 

The third constraint is the normalization requirement Q'°° I % 12dr = 1, see section 1. From eq. (21): 

rr i , , i /A As stTi2xr0 . rr i-cosm. . 

1 p-2i^l - 1 (223) 

This formula applies when the Cj's are real, which can be assumed to be true when -V0<E<0 
i.e. for bound states (for complex Cj's all c?of eq. (22.3) become I cs 1

2 and the product CjC2 

becomes Re(c,*c2)). The constraints (22.1) to (22.3) determine functions Cj(E) in a somewhat 
complicated manner via eq. (20). Energy parameter E may still vary continuously. Accordingly 
eq. (21) provides a continuous set of wave functions (XEO")}- Thc expectation value of energy 
for each function x E equals E (writing x for Xg): Z X Ol ** 

The expectation value of kinetic energy <T> = <E-V> equals: » fl L 

for each function %& The question remains open which functions will describe physical states of 
the system. This can be decided by constraining <T>. For obtaining this fourth constraint it is 
required that the virial theorem should be satisfied, which means, Schiff [2]: 

i XE equals fc (writing x lor xE): 2 v X 9 óZ r*° o 

2<T>= <fvVW>= <*jr£> (23) 

For the rectangular well: dV/dr = V08(r-r0) so that in this case: 
e-2kr. 

2<T> = 2E + 2 V 0 ( l - cf - ^ - - J = r0VoX
2(r0) = r0V0c3

2e"2*-. 

This determines c3
2(E) to be: 

Z«r. 1 + E/V. 
cl(E)= 2 * e • TT7T (22.4) 
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Eqs. (22.1) to (22.4) should determine the possible s-state wave functions % and energy levels 

E. The minimum E value will be the ground state energy in QMS. To proceed further, it is 

convenient to introduce as parameters: 

In terms of these, making use of (22.4) to eliminate Cj, the constraints left over are: 

q sen rj + CiCosri = v 

- c, cos q + c2 si* ii = vHf/*i z (25) 

From this: 
C 

If, ft = fl 
- C , +C2 ={3 (26) 

where the fg's are functions of E defined as follows: 

For given potential well and particle mass these are known functions of E by virtue of eqs. (20) 

and (24). It follows from eq. (26) that E for a stationary state with 11=0 is one of the roots of the 

equation: 

Tl I 3 12 (28) 

Only roots with -V0<E<0 will be acceptable. For the coefficients of the wave function %, 

eq. (21), one has for each such root E: 

(27) 
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CJ=/2ex/>(2P (29) 

Eigenvalues of energy for given potential may be obtained from eq. (28) numerically. This is not 

further worked out that vay. It may be possible that a solution exists with -V0< E< 0 for 

arbitrary positive values of r0, VQ and mass m. In ordinary QM it is known that the product 

2mr0
2V0 should be larger than TI2/4 since the eigenvalues E for s-states are determined by T| 

cotgrt = -£, Schiff [2]. Further details follow in section 4. It is verified next that QM is 

contained in QMS as the limiting case defined by c2=0, i.e. f,=—f3 and f2=0. From eq. (27) it 

follows that (?+TI 2 ) / (£ 2 -T | 2 ) = 1/COS2T) in that case, i.e. 

1,2 2 1 f COS 2>| 1 „ I a 

This normally follows in QM more directly from eqs. (22,1) and (22.2), including moreover a 

minus sign, which is present after taking the square root of the members of the result just written 

down. Apparently eqs. (27), (28) and (29) lead to spurious solutions. These have to be 

eliminated by checking whether all constraints, eqs. (22.1) to (22.4), are satisfied indeed. 

Taking this into account the result follows that QMS reduces exactly to QM in the limit c2=0. It is 

emphasized that the virial theorem does not cause any change of final results in that standard 

limit. Conversely, if r\ cotgT| = -£ in QMS it is found that necessarily c2=0. With c2*0, QMS 

can be expected to lead to an anomalous energy spectrum i.e. one which differs from thr .ormal 

QM-spectrum. This will be confirmed in section 4 by explicit calculation. The impenetrable 

spherical wall is considered next, V0-»~. In QM this can be dealt with in a straightforward way, 

Schiff [2]. It is more convenient to take as the zero level of energy the potential-value in the 

interior region, r<r0. Eqs. (20) get replaced by: 

i = f |2*(V.-E)] (30) 

which numbers are real when 0 < E<V0. For finite E-values the limit V0-»«o leads to: 

o (ni) (31) 
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Here again c2=0 in QM and the energy spectrum follows from sin^ = 0 i.e. En=n2Tt2/(2mr0
2) in 

that standard limit (n=0,l,2...). In QMS one has the difficulty that once the limit V0->cohas beer, 

taken the virial theorem cannot be applied. Assuming that VQ in eq. (30) is finite, eqs. (21) and 

(22) are again obtained, as well as die ensuing eqs. (24) to (29). Still, taking the limit V0->oo is 

meaningless since for instance f j-*<» so that c, and c2 cannot stay finite both. The impenetrable 

spherical wall turns out to be an artefact which, while solvable in QM, is not sensible in QMS. 

This was anticipated in section 1 when discriminating between QMS and bag models. A similar 

result is expected for other potentials V(r) which rise indefinitely, if in the virial theorem the 

expectation value < r ̂ / ^ > leads to a divergent integral. This depends on the potential directly 

and also indirectly through the asymptotic behaviour of x for r -»0 as well as for r -> «>. QMS 

requires not only convergence of the normalization integral for % but also explicitly that: 

. r T 7 - d r < 02) 
r°° 

o 

Since ordinary QM is contained in QMS as a limiting case, condition (32) should be satisfied in 

QM as well, so far as central potentials are considered. For given potential more detailed analysis 

is required to settle the question whether condition (32) is satisfied. This question apparently has 

not received much attention in the past, nor has the virial theorem in QM [2,4]. 

4. Existence Of Solutions in QMS For Finite Potential Depth 

In the previous section the problem of a particle bound in a central rectangular well of finite depth 

has been formulated according to QMS. The resulting equations for the s-state energy and wave 

functions do not permit to write down the solution in explicit form. One might even wonder 

whether solutions exist at all for equations like (28) and (29). It is shown now that QMS has real 

solutions and that they differ from those of QM. To start with, eqs. (22.1), (22.2) and (22.4) are 

rewritten in the form: Q X v 
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Eqs. (33) give the functions Cj(E) mentioned in section 3. It is noted that: 

on account of eqs. (20) and (24). This allows to consider the Cj's as functions of TJ instead of E. 

The relative energy e is connected to r\ by: 

f = i2-? (35) 

The discussion is limited to the positive Ti-iange 0 < f\ < "VPQ, which ensures that -V 0 < E < 0 

(section 3). Likewise 0 < £ < VpQ. Insertion of eqs. (33) into the normalization condition (22.3) 

yields after rearrangement of terms: 

Tw- »vi- ^ i v V ^ K ^ * , . 
WhCre: x = /iüfL-'H1). coSTi -1} scnri 

y = f^#- >>2J. Si nti + ij O* TJ 
Eq. (36) generalizes the well known relation: 

f = -v**n (37) 

of QM for the s-states of a particle bound in the central rectangular well. The energy eigenvalues 

can be obtained graphically from the points of intersection of the curves which represent £(T)) in 

the £,r|-plane and the circles of eq. (34), Schiff [2]. The radii depend on (30, which parameter is 

also contained in eq. (36) but not in eq. (37). In QMS different ^-curves arise for different radii 

Vp0 which therefore lead to results different from ordinary QM. In order to show that real points 

of intersection occur in QMS, it suffices to consider the special Rvalues, eq. (36): 

f (o)=-t. ; f ( r fp=r l lM i n fa?) (38) 

Gearly, at least when sin(2Vpo) £ 0 the £-curve will intersect the circle (34). As in QM, only the 

first quadrant 5, rj 2 0 need be considered. Ambiguities as mentioned in section 3 do not persist 

here. The graphical procedure has been applied for a few (30 values with Vp0 ranging between 0 

and In. It is recalled that in QM no bound state (point of intersection) is found when Vf)0 < 727t; 
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just one s-statc exists when V27C < Vj^ < 3/2JC; two arc found for 3/2JC < Vpj, < 5/2JC etcetera. The 

parameter ftp is, apart from the factor 2m, the strength of the potential. The number of levels 

stepwise increases by one when the strength grows, and in QM a minimum strength is required. 

This is shown in fig. 1, together with results obtained in QMS. Fig. 1 gives rise to the following 

observations on the s-states of QMS: 

(a) All QM solutions are still contained in QMS. 

(b) In QMS the number of solutions for given fJ0 is definitely larger than in QM. It is one for 

Vp̂  < */2; two for V2it £ Vp0 < JC; three for n < Vp0 < 3/2JC; four when 3/2JT. < Vf̂  < 2n 

etc. No positive minimum is required for ($0 in QMS. 

(c) For given potential (p\j*0) the ground state level, which corresponds to the left most point 

of intersection on the circular curve (34), lies below the ordinary ground state level of QM 

(compare eqs. (20) and (24)). All ordinary QM levels are excited levels in QMS. 

(d) Moving up in energy, or in rj, QMS-levels which are non-existent in QM alternate with 

genuine QM levels. Roughly, one has a doubling of levels and states in QMS. 

(e) Successive levels for given (30-value are approximately described by a formula 

En=e0+e,n2, n=0,l,2...n;nar. When |30 gets large this simulates the normal QM spectrum 

of an impenetrable spherical wall (sections 1, 3). But small p*0 will be more interesting. 

Making use of the solutions for %, r\ indicated by fig. 1 the corresponding wave functions can be 

Plots are shown in figs. 2a to 2c; 3a to 3d. Fig. 2a corresponds to small p\, values such that no 

ordinary QM state is present. Each other figure contains the possible bound state wave functions 

in QMS for one given p0-value. The f30 values are the ones considered in fig. 1. The curves 

shown are labelled according to increasing energy E, except in fig. 2a. Even labels correspond to 

genuine QM-states, odd labels to additional states admitted in QMS. For both categories higher 

excitation goes with an increase in the number of nodes of the radial wave function, figs. 3. The 

QMS ground state wave function (curves 1) is seen to be rather insensitive to the (J0-value 

(strength of the potential). This illustrates the remark of section 1 that in QMS the kinetic energy 

of the bound particle does not rise indefinitely when the binding gets stronger. On the other 
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hand, for low ^-values the QMS ground state wave function changes rapidly with 30, see 

fig. 2a. For small P0-values such that no QM bound state exists, the QMS-wave function extends 

far beyond the range TQ. The particle then spends most of the time outside the potential well. This 

feature is not common in ordinary QM. Analysis of the electromagnetic nucleon form factor, at 

low momentum transfer seems to point in the same direction [6], though with X"T e-kr rather 

than x ~ e"*1 for r £ 0.2 fm. The central rectangular well potential in QMS is not expected to lead 

to a full quantitative description of the structure of the nucleon, but it offers sight this way on a 

physical understanding of the empirical dipole form factor of the nucleon, which has remained 

obscure for long. Likewise for additivity of quark-quark transitions in soft hadronic interactions, 

according to which constituent quarks behave as if they are almost free. Curve 1 of fig. 2a clearly 

depicts such a situation. It ha%no homologue in ordinary QM. Moreover the absence of any 

s-level structure beyond the ground level is evident here (section 1). As a final remark on figs. 1, 

2 and 3, it should be noticed that these figures do not depend on assumed values of particle mass 

m or of the potential parameters r^ V0. The only occurring parameter is p0 which comprises the 

product of mass m and potential strength. For a given f)0-value one can still have a variety of 

masses and strengths. Constituent quark structure of the nucleon involves a small value of (J0. 

5. Interpretation of Soft Electromagnetic Structure of the Nucleon 

It was noticed in section 4 that the one-level energy spectrum and corresponding s-state radial 

wave function % obtained in QMS for VfJ0 < */2 seem to be in qualitative agreement with the 

constituent quark model and its application to the electromagnetic structure of the nucleon. This 

structure has remained ill-understood in hadron physics since long, especially the soft structure 

defined at low momentum transfer. It seems worthwhile to examine whether the qualitative 

agreement obtained in QMS can be put in a more quantitative form. Since only the rectangular 

well potential in three dimensions is considered it might be doubted that a sensible result can be 

obtained. However, as will be shown, a relationship rigorously follows between the empirical 

dipole form factor and the anomalous magnetic moments of the proton and the neutron, on the 

basis of QMS, which is satisfied to an accuracy of a few percent. This is the best one may expect 

at present since the electric and magnetic form factors themselves, as measured, deviate from the 

dipole locally in momentum transfer by about 10% [6]. Also, the quark model analysis of baryon 

magnetic moments, known with greater precision, is not quite satisfactory at the few percent 

level though remarkably consistent with the data in all other respects. This is one of the 

cornerstones of the constituent quark model [7], The graphical determination of bound states for 
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small pQ-valucs is illustrated in fig. 4a. The results for the solution £(0^ and T|(fJ0), together 

with those of fig. 1 for the ground state only, are displayed in fig. 4b, In the region where no 

ordinary QM-bound state exists the curves for £(0^) and TK^) intersect, % lying below T| for 

small Po-values. This piece of the incurve is considered linear as witnessed by the fit to the 

graphically determined points of intersection: 

f =(0.7010.01) £ (fc-61) (40) 

The straight line (40) is indicated in fig. 4b. It forms the backbone of the mentioned relationship 

to be considered in more detail next One notes that % < r\ corresponds to E > - ' /2 VQ. 

The radial states of the constituent quarks of the nucleon are assumed to describe quarks bound 

by a common central rectangular well potential. Differences between the two like quarks on one 

hand and the unlike quark on the other hand are neglected, and attention is focussed on their 

s-states as before. In the exterior region the single quark radial wave function x is given by 

eq. (39). On the other hand, the empirical dipole form factor corresponds to a radial density 

p(r) = p(0) e""*1-1, where q„ = V0.71 GcV as found by Hofstadter and his collaborators from elastic 

cN scattering experiments in 1956 [8]. 

Identifying >/p(r) with the external wave function % and comparing exponents one has to leading 

order: 

Wv. (41) 

By definition the relation holds moreover, compare eq. (34): 

P . S 2 1 H * \ £ (42) 

where m is the constituent quark mass. From eqs. (41) and (42): 

1. 
1« & (43) 

41m; V£ 
The mult (40) obtained by mere calculation in QMS has precisely this linear form. Quark mass 

m and dipole parameter % can thus be connected according to: 

q0= l.&rnr.V. 
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For the dimensionless quantity r0VQ unit value is assumed: 

t.V. = 1 
In fact both this r0 and VQ can depend only on nucleon mass mN which is the only mass given a 

priori. Hence, if one wishes not to introduce any further parameter, necessarily r0 = mN
-1 and 

VQ = mN (= 0.938 GeV). It follows that one should have the relation: 

<}o= 2 . 8 ttl (44) 

Using Hofstadter's q -̂value indicated above this yields for the constituent quark mass in relation 

to the nucleon (u- and d-quarks): 

yn = 0.3 GeV (C=Ï) (45) 

This result is in very good agreement with the earlier mentioned quark model analysis of baryon 

magnetic moments [7] especially when the analysis is restricted to the nuckon moments [6]. It is 

not considered plausible that this agreement would be a coincidence because it relies essentially 

on the relation (40) which is the result of a pure calculation independent of any parameter, and 

which is non-trivial. In ordinary QM it cannot be obtained at all because Vp0 should then be 

larger than */2 in order to bind a quark. In QMS this relation (40) is rigorous for weak central 

rectangular well potentials. So the validity of the resulting relation (44) lends substantial support 

to QMS. Moreover in this approach the composite nucleon can be described simply by assuming 

a common central rectangular well potential for binding the constituent quarks of die nucleon. Its 

range and depth are given by (reciprocal) nucleon mass mN. The ground state is an s-state in 

QMS and no excited s-states exist. 

A comment about the paradigm of quark confinement can now be made. Quark confinement 

poses no problem provided that it is energetically more advantageous to emit a pion than to 

separate off a quark. In other words, the quark energy E should be less than -mn (= -0.14 

GeV). So let E be evaluated. Recalling eqs. (20) and (24): 

Thus, by virtue of eq. (41): 2 

r £ 
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This expresses E in the dipole parameter % and constituent quark mass m. Numerically, 

E = -0.3 GeV which is sufficient to rule out quarkonic ionization of the hadron (here nucleon). 

Furthermore the Yukawa potential can be obtained if quark wave function effects are neglected. 

It may be noted that the mass of the composite nucleon cannot be reproduced by evaluating 

3(m+E), which is not even a positive number. This evaluation would only make sense if it were 

possible to compose a nucleon out of three free quarks of mass m. That is in contradiction with 

confinement. Nucleon mass has been used as input in the foregoing rather than as a calculable 

quantity. It is further noted that from this input the value of p ,̂ see eq. (42), is determined as: 

G 
Numerically P0 *

 2/3. This is in accord with f)0 < 1, required in eq. (40). The constituent quarks 

are bound by a potential which has indeed moderate strength in this sense, as anticipated at the 

end of section 4. The expectation value per quark of kinetic and potential energy can be 

evaluated, compare eqs. (23), (22.4), and (41) from which: 

N &% 2>»N+qo W 

This yields the values <T> = 0.2 GeV and <V> = -0.5 GeV. The use of non-relativistic QMS as 

a reasonable approximation in constituent quark mechanics of the nucleon is compatible with the 

fact that <T> is less than m (by a factor 2/3, compare eq. (45)). The corresponding typical quark 

velocity is 0.8 in units of c, which is intermediate between non-relativistic and relativistic 

velocities. The reason is the moderate strength of the potential, which makes sense in QMS but 

not in ordinary QM, of course. 

An intriguing result is that the quark energy and quark mass are equal except for a minus sign. 

Instead of Einstein's E=mc2 in a restframe of a free particle one apparently has: 

E-"-1n (49) 

for constituent quarks in a nucleon rest frame (c-1). But here E does not have the meaning of 
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kinetic energy plus mass, it is the sum of mean kinetic and potential energy in a nucleon 

restrrame. Though it is not clear what the meaning is of eq. (49) from a relativistic point of view, 

it seems worth to be noted. 

Summarizing: 

The application of QMS to the central well potential with r0VQ = 1 allows to predict constituent 

quark mass from the empirical dipole form factor of the nucleon, or conversely. This prediction 

agrees with the nucleon magnetic moments. The total energy E and expectation values of kinetic 

and potential energies of the individual quarks can be obtained. Despite moderate potential 

strength, quark confinement holds by energy considerations. One obtains <T> + m = - <V> as 

an intriguing result, <T> = 2/3 m. Physical nucleon mass and one anomalous magnetic moment 

or Hofstadter's dipole parameter qQ are the basic input parameters. There are no excited s-states 

for the small composite nucleon. 

6. Discussion 

The standard treatment of central potentials in QM has been extended into QMS by admitting 

radial wave functions y(r) = %(r) / r which are not bounded at the origin, but keeping % finite. 

The possibility of having an infinity in a Schrödinger wave function without necessarily entering 

into conflict with the accepted principles of quantum mechanics has been pointed out by von 

Neumann in 1932 [9]. Since the early days of QM the question whether this possibility is 

realized in certain physical systems has received little attention, except where it came up in an 

unavoidable way. An example is the H-atom in relativistic quantum mechanics [9]. In order to 

obtain its s-states in the non-relativistic limit, solutions had to be admitted which are 

asymptotically of the form y ~ l/r**, a=7/ /J7, r -> 0, Schiff, sect 44 [2). These wave functions 

are not bounded, although I y 12 r2 still vanishes for r -> 0, which is no longer the case in QMS. 

The latter distinction is unimportant because in both cases the radial probability density can be 

normalized. The possibility for QMS to exist in principle next to QM is considered to be 

legitimate. Then experiment must decide which option is chosen for a given composite system. 

The smallness criterion given in section 1 provides some guidance but need not be decisive since 

it is of a heuristic nature. By looking at experimental data concerning soft electromagnetic 

structure of the nucleon an example has been found which exhibits the characteristic features of 

QMS: the nuclecn consisting of three constituent quarks (uud or udd). As a bonus an apparent 

contradiction of the naive quark model could be resolved, namely that of confinement on one 
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hand (strong binding) and quark additivity of soft hadron-nucleon interactions on the other hand 

(weak binding). It seems natural to expect that QMS applies to other low mass hadrons as well. 

For hyperons of low mass, three-body kinematics may cause more severe problems due to the 

higher mass of the strange constituent quark(s) [7]. Nevertheless their electric and magnetic form 

factors can still be predicted to be of the dipole type approximately, when total electric charge is 

non-zero. This is similar to the nucleon but with a larger o^-value [6]. For mesons the situation 

is less clear. For instance the confinement argument of section 5 applied to the pion leads to 

- VQ < E < -2m,. The potential depth should be larger than twice the hadron (pion) mass, due to 

conservation of G-parity. From p^ < 1 the more severe restriction V0 > 4m, follows. This may 

again be needed for obtaining consistency with constituent u and d mass of 0.3 GeV. The same 

central well as used for the nucleon can be applied to the pion. Likewise for other low mass 

hadrons. 

The question why QMS with a central rectangular well potential works so well, at least for the 

nucleon, can be interpreted in the following way. This potential corresponds to a minimal 

interaction between the bound quarks, in fact effectively no interaction inside or outside the well. 

These quarks are presumably dressed particles, resulting from field theoretic current quarks plus 

the field strongly coupled to these sources (gluon-Field), and with a non-trivial vacuum state *)* 

In a sense the lowest mass quarks seem to absorb the field, acquiring mass m and transforming 

into quasi-free constituent quarks. They can travel as if they were free particles over distances r 

satisfying the uncertainty relation p-r > l/7. From <T> and m given in section 5 the typical quark 

momentum is found to be 0.4 GeV, so that r > 0.25 fm. This is reasonably close to the range r0 

assumed in section 5. The rectangular well potential corresponds to quasi-free motion over radial 

distances determined essentially by the nucleon mass and the uncertainty relation. This potential 

need not be due to direct exchange processes whereby constituent quarks would interact 

(section 1). 

The independent particle approximation made use of in section 5 seems justified. Moreover, 

since the constituent quarks are quasi-free inside the common potential, there is no well-defined 

*> The role of spherical symmetry in the field theoretic approach is discussed in a preprint, 

received after completion of this work: D. Sivers, Weyl-Dirac equation for an SU(2) gauge 

theory with spherical symmetry, ANL-HEP-PR-86-101, September 1986. 
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centre-of-force. These particles have no way of knowing, as it were, the precise location of the 

origin. Under such circumstances it is not surprising that QMS provides the appropriate 

description rather than QM. For instance the centre-of-mass of the three quarks hovers around in 

a region of the same size as that of the potential - VQ. This reminds of the Zitterbewegung of the 

nucleon when treated as a point-fermion [ 10]. The extension of the radial wave function outside 

that region derives from Schrodinger's equation. It governs the known soft nucleon structure 

and soft interac .ons as indicated. Moreover strong evidence is availabe for the existence of a soft 

core of the nucleon with a radius of about 0.25 fm, here identified with the finite potential well. 

The soft core has been inferred previously from data on doubly polarized hard elastic pp 

scattering by Krisch and collaborators [11]. It has also been proposed in studies of 

phenomenological nucleon-nucleon potentials (e.g. the Reid potential). QMS offers a rational 

basis for these findings, even though quark degrees of freedom like spin and isospin have not 

been taken into account These and perhaps other ones (colour) should be considered in more de

tailed analyses (compare e.g. refs. [1,5,6,7]). This will not change the result that a soft attractive 

core of finite range derives from QMS, see section 5, whereas an impenetrable wall is not 

admissible, see section 3, while confinement relates directly to physical pion mass. It is 

concluded that QMS elucidates the proper structure of the nucleon and other low mass hadrons in 

yielding a prescription for the quantum mechanics of constituent quarks. This prescription may 

be related to current theoretical conjectures. The behaviour of constituent quarks as quasi-free, 

confined particles points towards the corresponding vacuum as a superconducting medium of 

type 1 (Meissner effect). The spin effect [5] requires, for the dynamics of quark interchange to 

work, interquark forces. These are derivable from field strings. Such strings require that the 

medium be of type 2. Looked at this way the spin effect appears as a direct manifestation of the 

phase transition from type 1 to type 2. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. The graphical determination of discrete s-state solutions in QMS for a particle bound by 

a central rectangular well potential. Various P0-values have been chosen as indicated. 

Figs.2a-c Plots of radial s-state wave functions % for a few values Vpo<ji. These functions 

correspond to solutions obtained from fig. 1. 

Figs.3a-d Plots of radial s-state wave functions x for values n < Vp0 £ 2JC, corresponding to 

fig. 1 similarly to fig. 2. 

Fig. 4a As fig. 1, taking small P0-values, 0 < Vp0 £ it/2. 

Fig. 4b Graphs for the functions £(p0) and n(P0) defined for the ground state in QMS and 

using the central rectangular well potential. 
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